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Editorial

O

NCE AGAIN , SINCE THE LAST S CROLL NUMBER , LOTS OF THINGS
HAVE HAPPENED IN T HE 9 TH A GE .
Being one of the most significative the release of the
new and splendid Dread Elves Army Book and the updating announce of the Vermin Swarm (currently in
progress) and Kingdom of Equitaine ones.
However, as you may know, The 9th Age is much more
than official army books. There are also some unnofficial ones we have releasead as well, many of them created by “Caledoriv”, “DanT” and “echoCTRL”. Let’s talk
with them to see how they channel their huge creative
ability and efforts towards these books.
At the same time, we keep an eye to our Essence Of War
project, the perfect game to introduce new players to
the 9th Age Project and a “lighter” version of the traditional game. What better way to do it than reporting a
battle between “RHWorldbuilding” and “micdicdoc”?
In the context of these weird times that we had to live,
Konrad “Abrasus” Krystecki gives us a very interesting
article about wargaming and patience. A virtue that
many of us have had to train along this last year, both on
and off the battlefield.
And last but not least, because you will find much more
content in this 9th Scroll, we will know something more
about Veil of the ages, a company founded by “Piteglio”,
a well known contributor to our Ninth Age project.
Finally, from all the 9th Scroll Team, we wish you all
merry Christmas, guys. Have fun these days, crush your
armies in the battlefield and, above all, stay safe.
Warm greetings,
Pablo “Closer” Muñoz
and Nicolas “nflqt” Floquet
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I , R EMY 77077 ( AKA 'A GONERS ' WHEN I' M TALKING ABOUT
GAMING ELSEWHERE ) FROM THE E SSENCE OF WAR (E O W)
TEAM HERE TO GIVE YOU A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO OUR
NEW SYSTEM .

If you've played The Ninth Age (T9A) for a while you
may well be familiar with the previous "Quickstarter"
edition. The idea behind the work we do on the team
was, firstly, to update & finish that system off to be fully
up to date with the current version of the full T9A game
- the "Fantasy Battles" system. But, at the same time, we
also wanted to add a bit of heart to it to get away from
the idea of EoW only being used as a "starter" system,
one that is only useful as an introduction. Hence the
name change to "Quick Play: Essence of War", to capture that.
We hope this system will become not only a great way
for new players to get their feet wet in T9A world of
tabletop battles, but also something that experienced
players will enjoy playing whenever they feel like a
smaller or quicker game compared to the "big brother"
Fantasy Battle system, but still retaining the essence of
what makes T9A work as a true 'ranks & flanks' fantasy
wargame.

Gaming on patrol
An EoW game usually takes only around 60 minutes to
play. And, if they wish to, players can skip the -sometimes daunting- task of choosing troops for their army
by starting with smaller & pre-selected armies. Something that we think is especially useful for new players.
Personally, I also find these small premade "Patrols"
rosters a really fun way to get into a new army when
you only need to collect and paint a few units. Actually,
there is even a T9A supporting company (TIPS) that is
offering a deal currently to buy a full Patrol roster in a
single bundle, which I think is a really great promotion.
(Note they even offer an extra discount code if you purchase & write up an EoW battle report!)

First alpha version
EoW released its first alpha version at the end of October 2020, available now on all the usual T9A download
pages. The feedback from the community has already
been very encouraging and people were very helpful
and quick to spot all those pesky typos that snuck in
through the processing of this document! So, corrections for any mistakes and newer versions of EoW with

Essence

of War

An introduction
to The 9th Age:
Rik “Remy77077” Newman
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A Warrior of the Dark Gods premade patrol by Thibault
"Tibo" Dumas.

Game

more content, will naturally be coming in due course.
but what we also really want is as much feedback and
playtesting as possible from anyone in T9A community
as we go along, so we are able to polish this product to
be as good as it can be. Already a number of folks have
been helping us a lot by playing games and making
EoW battle reports on the T9A forums. In the current
alpha release of EoW there are five different Patrols
lists published, but more are being released on the forum as we complete more playtesting and gather more
reports from players, and these will of course make it
into future updates to the downloadable version.

Bringing the war online

A Warrior of the Dark Gods premade patrol by Matthew
"Wasteland Warrior" Pell.

A Sylvan Elves patrol consisting of paper miniatures by
Robert Hunter from RH Worldbuilding:
https://www.patreon.com/RHworldbuilding

With the pandemic state of the world in 2020 of course,
it can be tough for many folks to get together to play actual EoW games so, instead, some people have been
playing it online, digitally. As readers may well already
know, Piteglio's own T9A supporting company 'Veil of
the Ages' has been working on making T9A mods for
Tabletop Simulator and, since he is also on the EoW
team… Well, let's just say there was some obvious 'synergy' there and he's handily built the ability to play
Essence of War into his Tabletop Simulator mods. This
offers a number of benefits over playing on the more
common Universal Battle 2 - not the least of which is
much improved graphical look for the game, much
closer to emulating the look & feel of miniatures on a
tabletop, but it also means that this mod can eventually
be released freely to anyone who owns the Tabletop
Simulator program (which is purchased as just a oneoff payment).
One of the players who's already given exactly this scenario a go is micmicdoc, who wrote up the fantastic
battle report --- you will read in the following pages --from his first EoW game using Tabletop Simulator. This
was even streamed live on the Veil of the Ages twitch
channel (as are more games planned), so it was a very
cool example of getting feedback for both this method
of playing digitally, and for the EoW team to see how an
existing T9A player found Essence of War to play. This
is so useful the team I have to thank micmicdoc and all
other players who've been providing game feedback
like this, as well as awesome games and battle reports
that are entertaining in their own right of course. So
anyway, that's the background to all of this covered I
think, on with the 'batrep'!

A
Community
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CCORDING TO THE STATISTICS OF THE N INTH A GE
WEB FORUM , C ALEDORIV, DAN T AND ECHO CTRL ARE
SUCCESSFUL AUTHORS OF UNOFFICIAL ARMY BOOKS .
E MPIRE OF DANNSTAHL , T HE FAITH , F IRST N ATIONS ,
M ERCENARY G UILDS , N IPPON ... SUCH IS THE IMPRESSIVE LIST OF THEIR WORKS . W E HAVE DECIDED TO
INTERVIEW THEM TO FIND OUT THEIR SECRETS .

Homebrew

makers
interview
Marc “Caledoriv” Beck
Dan “DanT” Thomas
and Brandon “echoCTRL”

Hi Caledoriv! Hi DanT! And hi
echoCTRL ! Welcome to the pages of
our journal for this virtual interview! Here you are! Let's each have
a glass of your favourite drink, and
let's put the soundtrack of our
favourite fantasy film in the background... very low so that we get
along anyway... We're not cool here?
DanT: I'm English, so a cup of tea for me!
echoCTRL: Being an American I suppose I am expected
to chug a beer. Really, I'd prefer a glass of water. After
all, it is only 10:30 AM right now.
Caledoriv: As a German beer is probably also the expected answer from me. But I'll go with sparkling water
for now. We can have a drink after our work is done!

How long have you been practicing
THE hobby?
Caledoriv: I started playing tabletop games (Warhammer Fantasy) in 2007 and was a supporter of T9A
starting from the earliest days. I wrote my first homebrew rules in 2008.
echoCTRL: I started playing in 2005-2006 with
Warhammer 40k. I found T9A in early 2016 and fell in
love with the opportunity to see Knights of Equitaine
getting updated rules. I wrote my first Homebrew for
Tau and published on DakkDakka back in 2009.
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DanT: Square bases since 1998. Round bases for 3 or 4
years longer than that. Square based rank&file is my
favourite though, and I've focussed primarily on this
since 2005 or so. I had a break around the time of the
great schism, because I moved somewhere that I didn't
have any opponents, so I missed the first year of T9A.
But I've done my best to make up for lost time since
then.

Men-at-arms by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models from
Citadel, Front Rank, Black Tree Design and Foundry.

Dismounted Knights by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models
from Foundry.

Mounted men-at-arms by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models
from Citadel, 1997. Below, Baron Odo the Crusader from
Citadel, 1997.

How many hours do you currently
devote to OUR hobby per month,
counting the hours spent developing
your own rules?
Caledoriv: I usually play one game per week. In these
games we use both homebrew and official armies. If
there's a tournament coming up I try to get a few more
practice games (with and against official armies). I also
read books and watch Youtube videos about game design in general since this is a topic I'm really interested
in.
I don't have such a regular schedule when it comes to
working on the homebrew books, though. From time to
time, I dedicate an evening to incorporate both my experiences playing with or against the homebrew army
and the feedback from the players commenting in the
thread for the homebrew army into the rules. To answer the question, my guess is something around 5
hours per month (not counting the games using the
homebrew armies); but this varies quite a bit and also
depends on how much spare time I have.
It actually requires far more effort than this to write an
entire army book. Aside from coming up with rules
there's also layout, rules-clarity and translation. All of
this took several days (if not weeks) of work. But now
it's done, so maintaining the rules with minor tweaks is
easy and not much effort anymore. I'd like to thank
@Eru for helping me with the Latex layout and all the
people involved in the Spanish and French translation
of the Nippon book (Jocker, Jean-François Celat, Nicolas
Legoll, Scoub and Ghiznuk).
echoCTRL: All of them ! I really do spend to much time
working on my Homebrews and staying involved with
the forums. I have most recently been part of the DE
LAB Team and now am setting out on the adventure
that is the KoE Lab Team. Both are great groups
with .passionate people in them and have given me a lot
of exposure to what it takes to keep a homebrew book
Balanced. I applied a lot of those lessons to my Homebrews. losing a lot of sleep thinking about rules and
making the wording of things perfect. I won't be able to
sleep until I have some things written down.

Community
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DanT: It varies a lot depending on work and other
things, although 2020 has been problematic for me in
terms of gaming, because me and Universal Battle are
not friends.
Actually, I wrote most of my homebrew on a couple of
bus journeys, but that was because I had written some
clear goals and I'd had many of the ideas floating
around for a long time, so it was a relatively easy job to
get most of the book in place.

How did you get to write your own
rules for the game?
Caledoriv: I've been working on the rules for the Nippon book long before T9A existed. Back in 2010 or
2011 I found Mathias Eliasson's Warhammer Armies
Project (http://warhammerarmiesproject.blogspot.com/), where he had a Nippon Army Book for Warhammer 8th Edition. I really liked the ideas behind it - but
the rules were not really balanced in my opinion. So I
started tweaking his ideas and never stopped. When
T9A came up, I asked Mathias if I could publish my
modified rules for T9A. He agreed to it - and so I converted the rules to fit the T9A rules and kept working
on this new version.
echoCTRL: It is easy to start writing rules, the hardest
part used to be making the templates. The more I learn
from my exposure to the Game Design Team and making Legendary Army Books the better rules I think I
make. The 9th Age is also just a very welcoming environment for making Homebrews. I think the excitment
to see new ideas and play with minutes is really alive on
the forums. It helps drive making new books.
DanT: I've always been fascinated by deconstructing
games and seeing how they work. I wrote my own set of
rules for a spaceship game way-back-when (~2001 I
think), and I've always played around with ideas for every game I've played. In fact I ruined my family Christmas one year when I analysed the game we were
playing together. I pointed out that the best strategy
was to do nothing, then I did nothing... and I won.
I have worked on various staff teams for T9A, including
on the current EoS book back when I was ACS (Army
Community Support). I had some ideas floating around
in my head for the "logical end point" so-to-speak of the
current EoS book, and I also wanted to show how some
of the "conventional wisdom" about what must or must
not be done with a book to achieve certain things is often partially or wholly untrue. So I put the two together
and wrote an EoS homebrew that solves some of the issues that players have with the current book, but not
always in the ways that have been advocated as necessary to solve the problems. My hope is that the book,
and the guidelines I wrote it from, will help the differ-

Knights errants by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models from
Citadel, 1997.

Knights of the Grail by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models
from Citadel, 1997.

Knights of the Realm of the Grail by Estudio Magnesia
Spain, models from Citadel, 1996. Below, Guillaume de
Grenouille from Citadel, 1997.
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ent parts of the community to better communicate with
each other and the project about what they want from
an EoS LAB.

How do you create your own rules
for the game?
The Alcatani Fellowship by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models from Citadel, 1998.

Braganza's Besiegers by Estudio Magnesia Spain, models
from Citadel, 1998.

Caledoriv: When designing rules (characteristics and
special rules), I generally try to adhere to the following
three principles, which are all about equally important:
•1) The rule should be reasonable and easy to understand. Take characteristics as an example: For
me, a human model should have Strength or Resilience of max. 4 and the max. value for Offensive
and Defensive Skill should be 6. In my eyes, anything
higher than that means there must be something
"supernatural" explaining the extraordinary high
values.
•2) The rule should fit the background and fluff.
Again using the example of a human: The model
should not have a rule like Aegis if there is nothing in
the fluff that reasonably explains why this particular
model has the rule (such as divine protection). Of
course, the fluff can be altered accordingly; and
sometimes that is a valid approach if the ruleset for a
particular unit works well. But most of the time, it is
usually better to alter the rules in a different way to
achieve a similar goal.
•3) The rule should be balanced and "fun". "Fun" is
quite difficult to define since it is inherently subjective. In this context, I try to avoid rules that can upset
players because they might seem unfair in particular
situations. At least to some extend - the game lives
from different units and a bit of RPS. As an example,
consider the following spell: "The target suffers 2D6
hits at Strength 2D6 and Armour Penetration 2D6. If
you roll an 11 or 12 for the Strength, the target unit
is entirely removed as a casualtiy." (Some former
Warhammer Fantasy players might recognise this
spell, which is why I chose it as an example.) This
spell is very similar to "Hand of Heaven" from Thaumaturgy for T9A. But there are major differences:
The added bonus of possibly annihilating any unit
instantly can decide games on its own, meaning the
entire game can be decided by this single dice roll.
Because of this high damage potential the casting
value must be high, let's say 14+. At the same time,
the spell also might do next to nothing. So the spell
can result either in a) doing an expected amoung of
damage (ok for both players); b) killing an entire
unit (bad for your opponent) or c) doing nothing because you rolled Strength 2 (bad for you because
now your magic phase is effectively over as your opponent now probably has more magic dice than you

Community

have). Undoubtedly, there are players out there who
liked this spell back when it was a thing - but I believe this is a minority. And especially in a tournament, if you don't win the tournament just because
your opponent rolled a 12 for this spell, it can
quickly get rather frustrating. Of course, this can
happen T9A today as well, e.g. if you roll a 12 when
rolling for an unlikely charge range roll. But in this
particular case, the charged player has the option to
flee in reaction to the charge.
Apart from that, I also do lots of spreadsheet magic, e.g.
looking at how many points a unit costs with different
equipment options (and comparing this to similar units
from official books). Or calculating the expected number of wounds such a unit inflicts on different targets.
Also keeping track of available combinations for special
equipment etc.
echoCTRL: Background is most important for inspiring
ideas. The background provides a theme and framework. I place restrictions on myself to create needs that
drive the creative processs. Restrictions such as; this
army cannot have any heavy armor. When I go as far as I
can with an idea, I will assess if it fulfilled the background and if it is ballanced. Then repeat. Sometimes if
I don't know how to word an idea I will go hunting for
similar ideas in existing books and compare how they
worded things there. Imatating the legalese until you
know what complications and interactions a rule might
have. After that, I show my rules to other players. If I
missed a possible complication in my rules someone is
going to notice it.
DanT: Depends what I am doing and why. That is the
key thing for me: be clear about one's goals. Most things
are not objectively "correct" or "incorrect" with games
design, it is just a case of deciding what one actually
wants to achieve, and then making sure that that is actually what the designs do achieve. I also adhere to Einstein's maxim “Everything should be made as simple as
possible, but no simpler.”... which of courses ties back to
what the goals are, because "as simple as possible" requires knowing the goals.
The other important thing is to "murder your darlings".
It is so easy to get hung up on idea that one likes, even if
someone points out a problem with it, or it doesn't
quite fit the goals. So as a designer I try to be ruthless
with myself about whether an idea really fits, and is appropriate, and has no problems... and get rid of it if it
doesn't satisfy these, no matter how much I might like
it or think it is clever.
echoCTRL: I like what Dan says. Always be willing to kill
off a beautiful idea.
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Nippon army painted by unlimitedcolors Poland - Models
by Titan Forge.

Painted by unlimitedcolors Poland - Models by Titan
Forge.

Painted by unlimitedcolors Poland - Models by Titan
Forge.
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Where do you think the success of
your work comes from?

Do we still play by the official rules
after we've tried yours?

Caledoriv: I think the fact that there were rules for the
models for Warhammer Fantasy already plays a huge
role. This is true for Nippon and the Mercenary Guilds
(which essentially are the T9A version of Warhammer's
Dogs of War), but also for The Faith: Kingdoms of Equitaine and the Empire of Dannstahl: Players have the
models to actually play the army. This brings me to the
second point: There are beautiful models for these
armies. We have lots and lots of homebrew army books
in the T9A forum; but the range of available models for
many of them is somewhat limited.
The next point is probably balance. Of course, the
homebrew armies don't get nearly as much playtests or
feedback as the official armies do. Still, we try our best
to achieve "balance". I consider myself a "competitive"
player; and I play with players who regularly are under
the top 3 in local tournaments as well. There is likely
still a gap between top ETC players and us, though.
Nevertheless, I think we have a firm grasp of the rules,
which makes misuse or loopholes unlikely. This goes
hand in hand with my philosophy of "fun" rules I described above: If you want to play a homebrew army
and you finally get someone else to play with you, the
game would better be fun... or your opponent likely refuses to play with you again.
echoCTRL: Caldoriv brings up good points. The weakest part of my First Nations army is the lack of models
available for making the army with. I have scoured the
internet for existing 28mm Heroic Scale models and
there are not many. Hopefully, 3D printing will make it
possible to create more unique factions as successful as
those we already have model ranges for.
I don't think these armies would be fun if they weren't
also ballanced. The opponent has to enjoy playing the
game too, so it isn't about making rules that allow
someone to pick up our books and just go beat their
friends on the table top. The rules need to tell a story,
and there is no drama in a story with a predetermined
outcome.
DanT: Haha, I am not sure how successful it is... maybe
if the community lobby to make it official ;-)
More seriously, I think a strength of my EoD book is that
it is built to a clear vision and conception of who and
what the army is. I also had the advantage of being exACS for EoS, meaning that I have seen lots of different
views and opinions on the army, so I had a good awareness of the different outcomes that would satisfy different groups in the community.

Caledoriv: Of course! I mean, why not? You likely have
the models to play other armies. So why wouldn't you
do that? I believe the homebrew books can be a great
addition to the existing army books and a source of inspiration for the making of the official army books.
echoCTRL: Yes, absolutely. My Homebrews are also
testing beds for ideas I want to put into other army's
books. Hopeful you will see some of those rules alive
and in an army you love one day soon.
DanT: No chance, my book is immensely superior to the
current EoS book... I joke of course :-)
I am honestly immensely humbled whenever anyone
uses their precious gaming time to try my book (and if
any of you do, please leave feedback on the thread: Empire of Dannstahl ("The Hobby Hub > Homebrew 9th
Age > New army books" forum section)
In fact, I would like to shout out to SadlerCPII on the forum, who didn't just use my book, but made a video
battle report about the game. It was a truly wonderful
thing to see a battle report of someone using my homebrew, and it made me very happy.
More generally, I advise everyone to worry less about
"official" (unless you are attending a tournament of
course). Everyone should feel free to adapt the rules
and army books to suit their local gaming group and get
the most out of their gaming time. For example, I've
been playing with some ideas for objectives that are
more appropriate for bigger games...
(Words collected by the Ninth Scroll Team)
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Dearest
Tristopher,
Brother, may the Lady guide your hand and
guard you well.
The wedding went well. I must confess to you I
don’t know just how I managed it. There was so
much to do and plan, that I swear without
Brother Jacque I would not have prevailed. The
old man really outdid himself, my heart fills with
love for him, for every thing was made perfect.
From the moment we announced our intent to
tie our wrists at the archway, he was tireless and
ceaseless.
While he busied himself thus, there was much to
do. I went unto her mother and father formally
thereafter, and though her father was stern as
old Merek of the guard house, her mother was in
our camp. I must have acquitted myself well
enough, for the old man did give his leave in the
end. He went to see father the very next day.
From there, the true planning began. I would
never have guessed just how much goes to making a merriment. Missives to our cousins, our
lord, his retinue, and fathers’ friends, all written
by mine very hand, were sent hither and yon.
The house servants and clerics set aside the
wine and ale and beer, and her house the larder.
Brother Jacque even sent for a cask of sweet
mead, from the Abbey as a groom’s gift. Preparations were as diligent and twice counted as your
arms, kit, and mail were for the crusade! Good
woman Beth in the kitchens would not stop
fussing, or crying.
I kept vigil for a day and a night in honor of the
Lady and to seek her favor. A minor ordeal, I admit, but I did not want to be lacking on the day of
vows. I needn’t have worried. Just seeing my
bride that morning set my spirit alight. She wore
a white veil, and a dress of splendid white and

green. The green was shining silk and the white
gossamer over linen. She was a vision of the
Goddess herself. She left her slippers with her
mother, and I gave my boots to Brother Jacque;
we came together at the bubbling brook where
you and I played at knights as children. I asked
that we do that there in memory of you, so that I
could have you there with me in spirit since you
could not be there in person Tris. The vows were
simple things, I feared that I would misplace
them or stumble over the words, but I need not
have feared. All was perfect, I swear I felt the fey
watch over us as we promised each to the other.
She filled her family’s chalice from the brook and
brought it to my lips. I myself brought wine from
our vineyard, as I felt it has ever been the Lady’s
greatest gift to our house, and poured it in father’s cup for her and brought it to her lips. Then
we tied our hands and kissed before all, I still
have naught the idea of how my heart did not
burst then and there. When we finally stood, the
cheers began, and we were taken bodily and carried back to the chapel.
The brothers had cleaned and made ready. The
clerics had set trenchers and cups. We had jongleurs and menestrals, ale and venison, and not
a moment went by without song or cheer.
Mother would allow no less on such a day,
though she could not help some tears herself at
gaining a daughter. All the folk from the village
came to dance and cheer us, and enjoy beer and
bread. None left hungry! By stone and stream,
we danced well into the night and the serfs until
dawn.
I wish you well Tris and good speed. May you
win in the sacred places and gain a fief of your
own. It is my dearest wish that I may come to
you there overseas and be there at your own
wedding one day.
May the Fey Lady ever keep you in her hand,
Tancred
Sealed with the stamp of
House De Surmonte

Fluff
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Ask the

Sage
Another instalment of questions from the
community answered by the venerable Sage
himself.
How many "Light of Sonnstahl" do we have? One
for each Imperial Prince or just one, and it is
buried with Sunna?
A question which touches on history, magic and
religion all together - a true test of the breadth of
my wisdom.
There is an enchantment known among the wizards of Sonnstahl as the Light of the Sonnstahl.
There are a number of weapons which have
been empowered with this enhancement. I have
heard tales that each spell is cast with shards of
the true sword of Sunna, or that the enchantment must be crafted in the presence of the
original weapon. Those I cannot verify - the incantations are carefully guarded secrets - but it
is among the most potent enhancements I have
seen placed upon a weapon.
The weapons themselves are only available to
those favoured within the Empire - such power
cannot be given out lightly, but it is not reserved
to the children of the Emperor or the Electors,
rather placed in the hands of those who might
best serve the Empire’s needs.
One final thing to add, in relation to the idea of
the Sonnstahl being buried with Sunna. In the
centuries since her passing, the sword has been
lost and believed to be recovered and now sitting with the treasures of the Emperor. Yet most
remarkable was the morning after Sunna’s
death. Her body was laid in state in the Sepulchre in Avras, with hundreds standing guards.
The blade was laid across her chest, and the
doors sealed tight.

As dawn’s light broke over the city, marking the new
beginning of humanity in Vetia, it is said that a great
fire engulfed the Sepulchre. All scrambled away from
the marble building as flames erupted from each
opening. When the blaze died away, all traces of
Sunna’s body were gone, and only the sword remained
- though from that moment on, it is said no mortal can
wield it in battle and live. Truly an iconic legend, and
easy to see why it is invoked to this day by those who
would create magical weapons in her name.
Oh great sage if you can please tell me. How are
magic items made? Such as weapons and armor. Does
it include a ritual with wizards or priests? Do you
need special, unique ingredients, such as Dark Shards,
dragons’ scales, fish eyelids or chickens’ urine? Thank
you great sage!
A theme to my questions this month it seems, perhaps I shall hold a series of lectures on the subjects
of magic and enchantment. So be it, welcome to my
Toad talk.
Magic items come in all manner of shapes, sizes,
power and effects. What links them is that the physical object is used to contain power for later use. Potions and salves are often used for spells which
enact changes on the user, scrolls or other disposable items for single purpose spells. The most glamorous of creations tend to be weapons and armour,
which can be imbued with incredibly powerful
magics.
So in order to create one, you will need a skilled
mage of some variety. Each wizard learns in their
own way, and each has their own ritual. Some may
need to be present at the forging or creation of an
item, some will require specific glyphs to be carved
into metal, and many learn to cast magic with the
addition of unique ingredients which assist in the
focusing of magical energies. There is no one route
to creating such items, they are as varied as the traditions of the wizards who create them, but you will
often find magic users create methods that sit with
their worldview. Expect complex Avrasi incantations within Sonnstahl, chanting and casting of
bones among orcs, or intricate ritual dances among
forest elves and you won’t be disappointed.
So, while I haven’t told you how to make your own
Kingslayer, I hope I have given a little insight into
what is involved in the crafting of objects of power.
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OME ONE , COME ALL ! W ELCOME TO MY BATTLE REPORT FOR THE
E SSENCE OF WAR (E O W) RULESET !

I had my first game of EoW over the weekend against
the lovely RHworldbuilding (Rob), with the ever gentle
piteglio watching over as guide and snapper of snaps
(which I am grateful for, since I can use them here). This
was my first time using the EoW ruleset and Tabletop
Simulator (TTS) - thankfully my host and opponent
were both incredibly sound and chill folks - and were
always on hand to help me get to grips with the TTS
platform. Thanks for your patience, gents!
I had watched the better part of two EoW streams before, and was quick to survey that Rob's Ogre Khans already had garnered a fearsome reputation on the field.
In particular, it seemed that his Scraplings packed the
punch akin to the pride of the Tribe! I certainly couldn't
have blamed my Warriors of the Dark Gods for regarding them with a modicum of fear if not respect.

Game Turn 1
Deployment:
Winning the roll off saw Rob deploying first to go first,
taking the left-hand side of the board. Whilst the board
is almost skew-symmetric, there is a crucial difference.
The bottom of the left-hand side of the board enjoys a
solid amount of space around the encompassed impassable terrain. I would have liked to have deployed
on this side, as it would have afforded me some solid
cover for my Warrior Knights to manoeuvre about. As
for the impassable on my side of the board, however,
there was not sufficient space for them to run around.
Deployment seen us position our forces as such. (image 1)
RHWorldbuilding Movement 1:
And so the clash opens with the initial movement of
Rob! Movement sees RH pushing up with everything;
the Ogres head forward with their full movement,
whilstthe Scraplings and Shaman moveforward a little
more cautiously… no doubt setting themselves up for
something sneaky in the subsequent turns… (image 2)
RHWorldbuilding Magic 1

Image 1

Essence

of War
Battle Report

Ogre Khans

versus
Warriors of the Dark Gods
Michael “micdicdoc” Doherty
Robert “RHWorldbuilding” Hunter

Image 2
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Image 3

Image 4

Image 5

Battle report

Magic sees Rob drawing Card number 6 (7 vs 4) - now
that's a beefy card!
With line of sigh to only my unit of Fallen, he starts" to
"With my unit of Fallen being
the only target within the Shaman’s Line of Sight,
RHstarts… (image 3)
He goes for four dice… rolling a miscast! Already so
early into the game and we are off with a bang - quite
literally. (image 4)
Miscasts in EoW are, in the spirit of the rest of the ruleset, simplified from the Fantasy Battles rules. To resolve
a miscast one rolls a D2, with the roll of 1-3 resulting in
the Caster not being able to cast the Miscast spell any
more for the rest of the game(!) On the roll of a 4-6, the
Caster suffers two hits which wound on a 4+ with AP10.
Being so early in the game, both options were almost as
equally appealing as the other. On the one hand, losing
the spell meant that (in theory), Rob's subsequent
Magic Phases would be easier for me to handle (Spoiler
- Rob has a way with 'rolling' his dice on TTS… consider
me sus). On the other, dealing one or two wounds
against his General so early might force him to play
more conservatively with the Shaman.
As such, I decided to take my chances and let it through
- Rob fells one of the Fallen! A fair trade, I think, for the
loss of this fairly potent offensive spell.
RHWorldbuilding Shooting 1:
With his Bombadiers having moved within range, and
taking no To-Hit Modifier for Moving and Shooting, they
try their luck with a volley against the Warrior Knights.
With D3 shots per Bombardier at AP 2, these guys can
pack a punch! Rob scored 6 hits in total with the Bombardiers, and killed one of the Knights in the process!
The opening shooting phase reminds me of the need to
close in as fast as possible, not least of all with the Warrior Knights. With Armour 5 (a 2+ Armour Save), they
are incredibly well defended - but having only 1 HP
makes them somewhat squishy. I was lucky to get away
with only losing one of these guys.
micdicdoc Movement 1:
Bearing in mind the need to close the gap as swiftly as
possible, I push straight ahead with my Warrior
Knights, my Sorcerer and my Warriors. I decide to try
and pull back my Fallen for repositioning - in their previous position it seemed to me that moving forward
only meant an easy combo-charge for Rob, from both
his Tribesmen and Scraplings. With no Swift Reform, I
was forced to use my movement as much as possible to
wheel out of the way. In this regard, the Adv/Mar 6/12
of the Fallen was put to good use. (image 5)
micdicdoc Magic 1:

Battle report

For my first magic trick, kids, I will cast Molten Copper
on the Bombadiers!
~ But hey, m(eme)ister, they have crap armour? Do you
know something I don't? ~
I certainly know less than you, Timmy. Restricted LoS
on account of the hill limits my options here - but hey,
lets turn those fat-bhoy leather jackets into lead! Indeed, a paradigm I always have in mind is that "something is greater than nothing". After all, $n+1>n\forall
n\in\mathbb N$ [Proof: This is trivial and left as an exercise to the reader].
I roll to see if I successfully cast (As for the Flux Card I
drew for this phase, I think it was quite low on Magic
Dice allowance). (image 6)
And we have a success! I roll 2 hits on the D3 - but can I
wound? [Place your bets, folks!]
The Bombardiers have an Arm 1 value, meaning that
these hits are only Strength 2 - alas, no wounds…
Concluding the first of my turns, I prepare my tissues to
wipe away the tears from the almost sure destruction
of the Warrior Knights… but wait, what's this?!

Game Turn 2
RHWorldBuilding Movement 2:
Rob declares a charge with his Bombardiers against the
Warrior Knights! And gladly, I accept it! Hey, it beats
facing another salvo in the face! Unfortunately for Rob,
the charge whiffs on a 4, and the Bombardiers stumble
forward to find their canvas trousers fall down from
under them. In a flurry of embarrassment they drop
their Hand Cannons to cover their own Hand Cannons,
if you get my drift.
With his remaining moves, Rob pushes forward with
the Tribesmen - the Scraplings and Shaman moving
forward as cautiously as before. (image 7)
RHWorldbuilding Magic 2:
Bring on the Chub! Awaken the [Chub] - Rob aptly
named his new magic phases as the 'Awaken the Beast'
phase, and indeed, he actually manages to cast it on the
Tribesmen. With 5 dice against my 2, and not fearing
the prospect of another Miscast (to my surprise), he
rolls big and secures the spell. (image 8)
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Image 7

Image 8
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Now, despite having lost one of his spells, the nature of
Flux Cards (and the fact that we don't store Veil Tokens) almost guarantees the casting of one of the two spells. As to
why this is, the Active Player will always have more Magic
Dice than the Reactive Player (sometimes by a lot, sometimes by a wee toaty smudge). Indeed, I think this is good
and makes sense for EoW - we keep it simple and let both
players enjoy the
Magic Phase.
Despite the greater risk of Miscast from using his 5 dice, I
think it was certainly the right call from Rob (regardless of
whether one used 4 or 5 dice) - playing it safe with even 3
dice would have made it more feasible for me to dispel this
attempt.
micdicdoc Movement 2:
To me! I debut the second of my turns with three charges:
(1) Warriors into the Scraplings, (2) Warrior Knights into
the Bombardiers and (3) the Sorcerer into the Bombardiers as well. Most of these were easy charges - the
Knights needing a 3 and the Warriors needing a 5 on dice. I
think the Sorcerer required a similar value, if not the same,
as that from the Warriors…
… which explains my anguish that he, somehow, didn't
make it in. Honestly, I'm going to need to get this guy a Fitbit for his next Dark Gods Festag.

Image 9

Image 10

Battle report

Putting the Knights and the Sorcerer into the Bombardiers was a clear choice - as to the Warriors, I notice
that if I made the charge with them into the Scraplings,
they would be safe from any potential flank or rear
counter charge by the Tribesmen. This made this the
obvious charge. Despite their fearsome and respectful
reputation, I wanted to believe that my Warriors would
make short work of them… (image 9)
For my remaining moves I continued my repositioning
of the Fallen, wheeling them further round behind the
safety of the Hill - which blocked LoS from the Tribesmen - they would be safe from a poor charge for at least
one more turn.
micdicdoc Magic 2:
With no targets available for my missile, I try my luck at
getting off the Rot Within - Rob had tremendous luck
stopping several of my spells this game - and on several
instances, by a value of one only! This attempt here was
one of those - very much an 'oof(!)' moment.
micdicdoc Melee 2:
Now, onto combat! Finally, some decent food!
The first combat we dealt with was that of the Knights
against the Bombadiers. With the Bombardiers striking
first and managing to remove one of my Knights, my
chance to break this unit on the charge was severely
hindered. Whiffing in combat hitting with only one of
his attacks, the remaining Knight does no wounds!
However, my charge cancels against the one wound
done against me - that's a push, folks, and the combat
will continue through the next Melee Phase!
The second combat was that of the Warriors against the
Scraplings. Would my mighty bearded (and I believe
unwashed if I check their itinerary prior to the engagement) Warriors be able to hold off against the infamous
Scraplings of Rob's OK? Hitting with most of their attacks (on a 3+), and dealing 9(!) wounds, I take off a
rank and a bit more from the Scraplings. Striking back,
one of the wannabe-grots manages to stab through a
gap in the armour of the Warriors, incapacitating him
for the rest of the fight. I win combat, but since Rob is
steadfast, he is testing on a solid Dis 8, which he easily
makes.
Unlike Fantasy Battles, you only count as losing a rank
when all models from the rank have been removed - as
such, Rob still has two ranks after the first, whereas I
only have the one, after the first. Damn, I was so close to
removing Rob's Steadfast! Ah well, there is always the
next Melee Phase… (image 10)

Battle report
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Game Turn 3
RHWorldBuilding Movement 3:
And we're off with the declaration of charges! Rob
throws the Shaman into the flanks of the Warriors in
the centre! Don't worry bois! Papa's coming!
As for remaining moves, Rob moves the Tribesmen
onto the hill, now bringing them back into LoS with the
Fallen. No surprise (or perhaps it is(?)), that this is the
move I hoped for. Although, as we shall see from the results of my next turn, maybe it wasn't the best move afterall… (image 11)
RHWorldBuilding Magic 3:
For some reason, I couldn't guess what Rob would cast.
Honestly, there were so many options I had to take a
step back and survey the field whilst sipping some Earl
Grey. Awaken the Beast gets popped on the Scraplings I think that this was the best choice - being so resilient
with a tough armour save, this could make all the difference in removing more of the potent Warriors.
RHWorldBuilding Melee 3:
We have two combats to contend with, and first deal
with the lone Knight against the Bombardiers. The
Bombardiers swing their Hand Cannons first, most
missing, some hitting, and becoming dented themselves as they ring against the plate of the Warrior
Knight. Dealing his now customary one hit, he manages
to wound one of the chubsters this time.
As for the Scrapling combat, my plan was to put all my
attacks into the Scraplings so as to maximise my
chances of doing more wounds, and to better tip the
balance of the combat in my favour. I take off another 6
Scraplings, but lose two more Warriors. Something of a
more costly round of combat this time, but still worth it
in the end. I win the combat, and the Shaman breaks!
But the dastardly scraplings stick! Now I see why they
are so well renowned in TTS… Honestly, how is Rob
making these rolls? (Still Sus)
micdicdoc Movement 3:
Now for my charges! First, the Sorcerer into the Bombardiers… and I roll… (image 12)
Honestly, what is this geezer's problem? Nevermind the
Fitbit, I'm getting you an electric scooter for next time!
Secondly, the Fallen charge into the Tribesmen, a
charge they make comfortably with their advance 6:
(image 13)

Image 11

Image 12

Image 13
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Image 14

Image 15

micdicdoc Magic 3:
I get The Rot Within off on the Tribesmen - again, nobody is within LoS for the missile. Notice, LoS to the
Shaman is blocked by the Bombadiers involved in the
combat the Sorcerer was meant to contribute to… yes,
I'm still salty. Honestly, what a gimp this Sorcerer is,
man.
micdicdoc Melee 3:
First, the Warriors beat the Scraplings in combat and
send them packing - they shall henceforth bear the
name of the Scrapling Bane! Although, given Scraplings
are midgets with big noses and bad breath, this perhaps is not a title to regard with much awe. The warriors pivot and ready themselves to contribute to
whichever combat they will be welcomed most to. At
this point I feel that this will be into the Tribesmen,
since I have to hope that the Sorcerer will tie up the
Bombardiers in the next turn…
Secondly, the Tribesmen against the Fallen combat!
Man, despite doing a couple of wounds, my fallen got
decimated! I feel this is where I really let myself down
in this game - did I overestimate these guys? Should I
have used them more sparingly and in a much more
supportive role? I need to mull this over more… they
unfortunately did not get to make use of their Path of
the Exiled Rule, as they were wrought into multiple
pieces after they landed their last blow on the Ogres.
The Ogres then Pivot as they prepare themselves for
their next venture. (image 14)

Game Turn 4
Now for the last turn of the game!
RHWorldBuilding Movement 4:
The Ogre Tribesmen bundle into the flank of the Lone
Knight! I have to say, I was quite surprised by this move,
since it opened up an incredibly juicy rear charge for
my Warriors into the Tribesmen. Indeed, I had guessed
that my Knight wouldn't survive this onslaught, but hey,
his luck has been pretty amazing so far… In either case,
I felt that this only served to give me the best set up for
my final turn of the game - lets see how that turns out!
(image 15)
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For remaining moves, the Scraplings rally and stare
menacingly at the Warriors who felled their kin with
their unibrows from the field. I also think the middle
guy took down his trousers and should be PUNISHED
by the Khans for indecent exposure. In either case, they
are now effectively out of the game, and thankfully provide no cause for concern regarding the objective.
RHWorldBuilding Magic 4:
As the Shaman is still fleeing, our favourite phase of the
turn sequence has been reneged! RIP in P, Awaken the
Beast x
RHWorldBuilding Melee 4:
Man, this is where my guy really shines. He manages
not only to deal another wound against the Bombardiers, but also holds his own against the flank
charge from the Tribesmen by passing his Break Test!
THIS GUY is getting promoted in the next game. In Lone
Knight we trust.
micdicdoc Movement 4:
Charges! Finally, the gimp lord himself makes it in - I'm
going to have a serious chat with him, honestly… LATE,
as USUAL! And don't give me the Gandalf line that a
Wizard is never late - don't you say it! You are a mere
conjurer of party poppers and sapper of spirit with
your droning stories about the value of the pound(!)
More interestingly, the Warriors make it comfortably
into the rear of the Tribesmen:
micdicdoc Magic 4:
The Rot Within (Or 'When the Cringe is too Strong(!)')
is cast, baby! I was actually very unsure as to which to
put this into… Maybe I should have done the Tribesmen, but then, maybe I wanted to keep the legend of
the Lone Knight alive for future generations.
micdicdoc Melee 4:
The resulting combat proceeds as follows. The Warriors remove all but one of the Ogres, and the Sorcerer
takes off one of the Bombardiers. Now that is some se-
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Image 16

rious oof. In return, the Sorcerer takes a wound himself, his
toe being stubbed by a Bombardier. The Warriors lose nobody, with Rob putting the attacks of his Tribesmen into
the Warrior Knight. And with great sorrow, the Lone
Knight is finally brought down - perhaps only incapacitated(?) We'll need to see next time, folks…
The combat is won by the Warriors, and I believe Rob
needed double 1's or a 3 to stick. The Bombardiers flee and
are pursued by the Sorcerer, who, no surprise, doesn't
catch them. The last Tribesman also flees, and my Warriors
stay put in order to claim the objective and win me the
game. (image 16)
Thanks again to RHworldbuilding for a fantastic first game
of TTS EoW. I really had a blast, and hope to share in your
company over another game soon, dude
Thanks again to piteglio for keeping me right throughout
the game. My main remark to the team was just how much
fun (and quick) the game was. I really had a blast, and was
incredibly pleasantly surprised as to the amount of swings
we had in the game. It's easy to look at the small amount of
units and think that it will be very point and click, but in
my experience, the pace and flow of this game really
showed differently. It was also easy to see where the generalisations to Fantasy Battles where, and indeed quite logical as to how to scale down appropriately.

Tactica
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Patience

Wrong kind of
patience

in T9A
a virtue

I feel like very often people who play armies with a sensible amount of shooting want to hang back and just
wait for the opponent to come to them, since this seems
to use the potential of their shooting to the fullest. I
have even seen people that don’t even have shooting,
but have decent ranged magic try that - and barely
move during the first turns to just make sure their
magic can help them win. But this is not what we are
looking for...

or
a sin?
Konrad “Abrasus” Krystecki

2

020 SURE HAS BEEN A

VERY WEIRD YEAR FOR
US ALL . W ITH ALL THE
RESTRICTIONS AND
LOCKDOWNS OUR PATIENCE IS
BEING TESTED AGAIN AND AGAIN .
W HEN CAN WE HAVE A REGULAR
TOURNEY AGAIN ? W ILL THERE BE
AN ETC IN THE UPCOMING YEAR ?
N OBODY KNOWS ! W ELL , MAYBE
AT LEAST ALL THIS NEWLY
ACQUIRED PATIENCE COULD BE OF
SOME USE DURING OUR GAMES .

Patience equals
passive?
For better or for worse, the rules of T9A promote activity above everything else. Scenarios, fleeing mechanisms, combinational charges - all of those elements
work strongly to boost the need to be offensive. Together with toned down shooting and magic, we find
ourselves in the spot where aggressive lists are much
more common than those that rely on shooting. But are
shooty lists unplayable? Definitely no! You just have to
be more aggressive even with the lists that seem to enjoy the first few rounds of shooting.

Overconﬁdence is a
slow and insidious
killer…
This sentence might be true for Darkest Dungeon, but it
sure is not for T9A. Overconfidence in T9A will kill you
swiftly and painfully. Pushing mindlessly a super aggressive army into your opponent counting on your
combat superiority will more often than not result in
your lines getting broken, your flanks getting charged
and your army getting slaughtered. Offensive armies
seem easier to lead, but they require a lot of good positioning and a lot of preparation to work properly.

What does it mean
to be patient in T9A
then?

Tactica
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As often in life, we have to find a middle ground between the frenzied and passive approach. Being patient
means remembering that the game consists of exactly
six turns. You don’t need to get to your opponent on
turn two and end the game by turn three, but you also
cannot just sit by the river and wait for the bodies or
your enemies flow by. Patience means surgically disassembling the opponent army into pieces and picking
them one by one, while also remembering the scenario
is in play. It means planning ahead for the whole game
and thinking about how to deal with the issues in the
long run. Take a look at this very common example.

Dealing with
deathstars

No gunline like a dwarven gunline!

Let us define a deathstar as a unit that is worth more
than 1500 points and hence is an important piece of
your opponent's army. Since the opponent paid a lot of
points for it, he will usually want the unit to get to the
hot action as soon as possible. So imagine he gives you
a chance to engage his deathstar on turn two or three,
possibly even from front and flank at the same time.
Sometimes this will be a good idea. But very often this
will be tragic in a sense that the unit might be able to
hold and by this time he still has plenty of other units to
help him, even if it means joining the combat two turns
later. Being patient here would mean to ignore the invite and just keep dealing with the other units. If you ignore the deathstar, chaff it, leave some double flees and
so on, you should be able to deal with the rest of the
army in the meantime. In the end, around turn five or
six, you should be able to get very similar chances to
charge the deathstar as you had on turn two or three but now there will be nobody to help it.

The other side of the
coin
Personally, I don’t enjoy playing with deathstars much.
However, from what I have observed in the best players
that use them is that they usually have even more patience than the guy who is using only his magic to
weaken the opponent. Deathstars played in good hands
will rarely get their points back, but they are used to
threaten the opponent, secure the scenario and just
keep the points alive. It is an important skill to know
when not to push the opponent and when just keep
waiting while keeping the objective. Imagine a situation
when you move your army to the objectives turn 2 and
then overstretch and try to slaughter the opponent. If it
doesn’t work out, he has three or four turns to regain

Melee focused army can get spatial advantage really easily.

The most classic deathstar - a GUTSTAR.
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the objectives and win massively. On the other hand, if
you just hang back, cover yourself, reposition and try to
make small progress on the sides - if you try for bigger
risks on turn 5 or turn 6 your opponent will not have
the time to regain control of the board and even if your
plans fail, you will be able to keep the objective and still
score a decent result.

So which one is it?

Even properly supported seaguards are a deathstar.

Patience often results in more mild scores - you either
don’t lose big or just don’t have enough time to score
big and table your opponent. On the other hand, being
hasty can score you some big wins very quickly, but can
get you to get the nice and round zero just as easily.
Sometimes patience is your best friend, sometimes it is
your worst enemy. In the end, the choice is yours.
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ET ' S TALK WITH P ITEGLIO , FOUNDER OF T HE VEIL OF THE
AGES GAMING COMPANY AND AN ACTIVE FORUM USER OF
THE 9 TH A GE C OMMUNITY. W E EXAMINE THE LATEST S PIEL
GAMING EVENT, THE NEW E SSENCE OF WAR EXPERIENCE
AND SOME OTHER TOPICS CONCERNING OUR HOBBY. E NJOY !

From forum user to founder of a miniature company,
while constantly collaborating with the T9A staff piteglio seems to take his toy soldiers veeery seriously!
He's been working hard to make our universe more accessible to the larger public.
His company, Veil of the Ages, is preparing an introductory starter set and a free videogame, in the hopes of
brigning new players to the world of The Ninth Age.
Interview.
Q: Hi piteglio. How are you doing since the SPIEL? I heard
that you have put a lot of effort into finalising the last
edition of the QuickStarter which has been renamed by
the way…
A: Yes, we wanted a grand name for the new version of
our introductory ruleset. After a large poll and some
long discussions, we rebranded the new game system
as "Quick Play", and its main rulebook is now called
"Essence of War". It's a fast and simple game, where
new players can learn about T9A, and veteran players
can have some rank-and-file battles in one hour or so.
We played quite a few games with it during SPIEL, and
had loads of fun!
Q: So what exactly is SPIEL?
A: It's the largest boardgame convention in the world.
It's an absolute paradise for tabletop gamers, and it's
been around for a very long time... to be precise, it's exactly as old as I am! It takes place in Essen, Germany,
but it attracts people from all over the world. In 2019
we had 200.000 visitors, it was a huge success.
Q: That many people, in 2020? That doesn't sound like a
very good idea…
A: Yes, but luckily the organisers planned well in advance. So this year the convention took place in a digital
format. Which probably wasn't too bad for us! Visitors
could join the Veil of the Ages booth, and watch online
demonstrations of The Ninth Age being played online
on Tabletop Simulator. I also commissioned an introductory video from a very well known boardgaming
YouTube channel - it's great to know that thousands
and thousands could have learnt about T9A through
them! here's the link:
https://youtu.be/RkkXfUxYUf4?t=1419

Veil

of the

Ages

Interview
with Francesco “piteglio” Cangemi

Lucky Sixes from Proxy Table Gaming and piteglio playing
a HE-SE game of Essence of War in Tabletop Simulator.
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The Veil of the Ages webstore:
https://spiel.digital/en/exhibitors/49640/veil-of-the-ages

The easiest way to learn or teach T9A: the Starter Set (top)
and the four Expansions (bottom) from Veil of the Ages.

Company showcase

Q: That sounds like quite the event! A pity that I have
missed it. Will you participate again next year?
A: Well, luckily the Veil of the Ages page will still be online
for a little while on the SPIEL website. You can find it here:
https://spiel.digital/en/exhibitors/49640/veil-of-the-ages
And yes, I would love to participate again next year. I
had a lot of fun collaborating with other T9A forum
members, like the mad fellas from the Proxy Table
Gaming YouTube channel. I could host their videos and
finally play live games with other friends from the community, like RHWorldbuilding. So I can't wait to organise the next edtion. It is very expensive, tho, especially
for a small company like mine. But hopefully I will get a
chance to invest in another edition of SPIEL next year.
Q: Wait... on that webpage you linked... is that... the Ninth
Age Fantasy Battles Gold Rulebook in colour?!
A: Shhh, don't tell anyone! I'm waiting for the book to
be released by the Project. But when that happens, I'll
be ready to print it in offset and ship it to stores, clubs
and players all over the world. It will take some effort,
but I love this game and the collaborative culture behind it, so I really want to see it thrive. In my opinion,
that can only happen if local stores can sell our books to
their customers, and if players can invite their friends
to a test match by showing them a beautiful rulebook
with art and background lore. So I'm happy to invest
some energies (and some gold coins!) into this.
Q: Promising! But does this mean that Veil of the Ages
isn't "on the market" yet?
A: That's correct, but only in part... this month we are
launching the mass production for our starter set,
called "The Breach". You can order the products as presales from our webstore, and the delivery will likely
happen in spring. The design stage took quite a long
time... but we did our best to create the perfect introduction set to miniature wargaming. It is incredibly
simple - in 20 minutes you can learn (or teach!) the basics of T9A in a fun and engaging way. Sometimes our
forum members organise demo days at their local gaming club or store, and I wanted to make sure they have
the perfect tool to introduce new people to our hobby.
And to keep things fresh and entertaining, there's also 4
expansions sets, each representing a T9A faction. One
of the miniatures is inspired directly from the artwork
on the cover of a Legendary Army Book!
Q: Pre-sales sounds interesting. Does it mean there will
be a special discount? Wink wink ; )
A: You really take good care of your readers, don't you!
Yes, I think that anyone who wants to support Veil of
the Ages (or to spread T9A among their friends) should
have a little encouragement. So from the day of release
of this issue and up to the new year, the Scroll readers
can use the coupon code "BYEBYE2020" for a 10% discount. See you on our webstore!
Text collected by
the Ninth Scroll Team
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Birth of the
Daemonic Host
I can’t remember that the Daemonettes have ever been
an optimized choice in the daemonic armies during the
Warhammer Fantasy Battle era. Yet, it is the 6th edition
version of these pretty and tender creatures, famously
sculpted by Juan Diaz, that lure me into starting to collect a small daemonic force dedicated to the Dark
Prince. Incidentally, this also brought me back to the
fantasy side of the wargaming after a few years playing
solely Warhammer 40k.
This emerging army was played at that time using the
Daemonic Legion army list from the Storm of Chaos
campaign. Just as a small anecdote, this army was very
fun to play, freaking fast, but somehow leaving the impression to only been able to leave little scratches on
the shining armours of the cavalry heavy imperial lists
of my playing buddy. At the end only few models were
painted, yet the final words had not yet been spoken.

N

The
Deamonic

Host of
Psilo Cybin
Erwan “Folkienn”

OT EVERY SERVANT OF THE DARK GODS CAN PRETEND
TO ROAM BEYOND THE VEIL AND BREAK INTO THE
M ORTAL R EALM FOR MILLENNIA . O NE OF THEM , A
C OURTESAN OF C IBARESH NAMED P SILO C YBIN , FEED
THE WILDEST RUMOURS ACROSS THE HILLY REGIONS OF
NORTH - WEST E QUITAINE .
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Expansion and
Diversiﬁcation

Succubi 6th edition version of the GW Daemonettes MSC a
little bit pimped up.

Succubi and BSB Harbinger.

Sirens 6th edition version of the GW mounted Daemonettes.

The release of the Warhammer 7th edition Daemons of
Chaos army book, which was by the way the first army
book fully dedicated to the daemons, lent a fresh impetus to my army. More models got under my brush and
the force receives reinforcements in the form of
Tzeentch’s followers. This was more or less the status
quo until the great cataclysm of 2015. Besides, this is
basically also the reason why the army displays a
strong Games Workshop miniature base (probably as
most of us). In this regard it is worth noting that I have
a certain preference (some might say a bias) for the 6th
edition version of most daemons made by Games
Workshop. Metal V6 Daemonettes, both mounted and
on foot, as well as metal Horrors and Flamers are still
by far my favourite designs.
After my discovery of the 9th Age project, I was more
than happy to lay out my daemon (with their square
bases and R&F formations) on a gaming mat again.
Roughly at the same time, after years of research and
then waiting, I finally received my Spider Deamon (affectionately dubbed “Psilo Cybin”, see introductory
paragraph) from the Kickstarter campaign of Creature
Caster that got painted quite straightaway … at least I
started to build it shortly after it delivery, but actually
took me several months to finish the painting job. It
was the first non-GW models to join the painted ranks
of my Deamonic host.
Lastly, the release of the 9th Age Deamonic Legion Legendary Army Book really kick off the diversification of
my miniatures choices and freed me from the sticking
at the old “Lust & Change” thematic. My Clawed Fiends
are from Aberrant Games, my Deceiver from Greebo
Games and, even if still not painted, I own Furies from
Raging Heroes, besides having now models for a
Scourge and a Maw, at least one of them should be soon
painted.

Implemented
techniques
No, I will not start to discuss the techniques of warfare I
applied with my Daemonic Host, there are much more
competent persons for this kind of discussions, but
rather briefly disgress on the painting techniques I use.
I have to said “briefly”, because my most decisive technique consist mainly in spending too much time on
each detail on the miniatures and almost trying to improve myself with every single miniature I paint. Consequently I am a very slow painter, and those of you
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that might be able to perform a point estimation from
the overview photos of my army may have rightly figure
out that I barely have over 5000 points painted … and
this after more than 10 years (even if the time affected
to painting greatly vary during that period, getting
married, having a son and building a house doesn’t
helped).
Otherwise I tend to favour a limited amount of distinct
colours applied on one specific surface, but then blend
them quite generously. For instance, for the skin and
chitinous parts of my Succubi I use two only different
violets beside black and white to blend highlights or
shadows. Regarding the painting techniques themselves, it mainly consists in layering and glazing as well
as wet blending. I still use quite a lot of GW colours, primarily because I consume them very slowly (I still have
Citadel pots of hexagonal shape) but I recently started
to use Scale75 colours, somehow different but quite interesting.

Achieving
immortality!
In closing, I would like to thank Nicolas aka “nflqt” for
giving me the opportunity to realize this article and
hence providing my Host some kind of indelible imprint in the World of The 9th Age … is that not the ultimate goal of every agents of the Dark Gods after all?
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Imps.

Eidolons.

Furies.
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Veil Serpents.

Psilo Cybin Courtesan of
Cibaresh.

Harbinger of Father Chaos
Blazing Glory Kuulima Deceiver

Clawed fiends.

Change part of the Daemonic Host.

Lust part of the Daemonic Host.
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Not every servant of the dark gods can pretend to
roam beyond the veil and break into the Mortal
Realm for millennia. One of them, a Courtesan of
Cibaresh named Psilo Cybin, feed the wildest rumours across the hilly regions of north-west Equitaine. Some said the Courtesan is the making of
Lady Mélisse de Kervonaël, the last daughter of an
old and noble Equitan family. Others pretend Psilo
Cybin is Lady Mélisse herself. The family patriarch,
ashamed of the lecherous and decadent behaviour
of his daughter, condemned her to exile in an old
family manor with the convenience to be located in
a secluded region. Besides being highly seductive,
Mélisse had a certain talent for magical things and
knew to be persuasive. Soon all the manor's servants and visitors were either embracing
Cibaresh’s promises or sacrificed to catch his
glance. After one particularly depraved night, what
awoke was not Lady Mélisse and her lecherous
Court, but a newborn greater daemon and her minions, ready to spread the blessings of Cibaresh.
Quotation from
the memoirs of Marshal Thomas Von Simonbach,
Imperial delegate to the Kingdom of Equitaine
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Download The 9th Age rule set for free at

the-ninth-age.com
and bring your armies to the table!

